
A HUGE PLANETARIUJtI. 
BY GEOBGE ·8HEBWOOD HODGINS. 

A wonderful object lesson on the movements of the 
earth may be had by any visitor at the American 
Museum of Natural History in New York. The rela
tions of the earth and sun are represented by a 
model erected under the supervision of Dr. H. C. Bum
pus, director of the museum. The mechanical details 
have been very carefully worked out by Mr. H. F. 
Beers, an expert mechanician on the museum staff. 
The globe representing the earth is about four feet in 
diameter, made of paper, and turning on its axis once 
in 24 hours. The sun is represented by an electrically 
lighted stereopticon lamp of 3,000 
candle-power, which throws a di-
vergent beam of white light upon 
the side of the globe turJ1ed toward 
it. The lamp is placed on a re
volving stand in the center of the 
hall, and the 92,700,000 miles which 
separate earth and sun are here re
duced to a distance of about 14 feet. 

The light, hollow paper sphere, 
showing land and sea, is carried 
on a steel shaft supported by an 
iron frame, which rests upon a re
volving wooden ring. This ring, 
turning on a ball race, rests on a 
traveling base, mounted on c\tstors 
",hich roll upon the fioor. The mo-
tive power for the miniature world 
is a Howard steeple clock, such as is used in churches. 
The clock is inclosed in a glass case, the pendulum 
swinging in a cabinet below. The cabinet stands on 
a circular wooden pedestal, and like the revolving 
wooden ring below the globe, the pedestal rotates on 
a ball race. The clock cabinet also carries the stere
opticon lamp, so that lamp and clock rotate together 
on the fixed base. The work done by the clock is 
probably less than that which would be required in 
moving the eight hands of a tower clock. The min
ute-hand shaft is not used, and this clock steadily 
turns only the shaft usually employed to drive 'the 
hour hands. As the globe is required to revolve but 
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the globe. In the center of the traveling base a. third 
pair of 45-deg. bevel gears give the motion of the hori
zontal shaft to a short upright shaft, and a fourth 
pair of 45-deg. bevel gears at the top of the upright 
shaft transfer the motion to a short horizontal shaft. 
All these shafts are carried on bicyCle ball bearings. 
The connection between the short horizontal shaft and 
the' axis of the globe is made by a pair of specially 
cut bevel gears, so that while the axis of the globe 
receives its motion from the clock, through the inter
mediate shafts and gears, the specially cut bevel 
wheels preserve an angle of 23 deg. 27 min. from the 
vertical, for the axis of the globe. The complementary 
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Section through the planetariu.m� 

angle 66 deg. 33 min. at which the axis of ' our . earth 
is inclined to the ecliptic, or plane 'Of its orbit about 
the'suD., is thus maintained; The axis of the ,globe.Is 
placed;'like that of the earth, so that it.points toward 
the pol&-star in' the heavens. The globe' is therefore 
made to turn lipon its 'axis once in 24 hours, and with 
the same axial tilt as that of our planet, and .with. its 
pol�s directed as are those of Mother."Earth. 

The divergent beam of light from .1;l,J.e iamp bathes 
one-half of the' globe' in bright light, while'the other 
is enveloped in the comparative gloom of the hall, 
Thuk the recurrence of day and night is made plain 
to theibeholder. The equator of the globe is divided 
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and 56 minutes. In other words, the meridian pasS
ing through Ne� York wo�llfbe back again under the 
central beam of light fr?m the sun in 4 minutes short 
of 24 hours, and the corresponding meridian on the 
globe would coincide with the shadow line from the 
lens, in just that time. The .earth, however, has in 
one day been carried forwar!i more than a million 
miles in its path around the sun, and the meridian 
of New .York is therefore behind the central beam 
from the sun.by about.�,320 miles, and 4 minutes 
more are required to bring this meridian under the 
central beam, indicated by the shadow line, and so 
completes one revolution w):lich we call day and night. 

Ii'£VOi.VINQ 
PEJJ£srAt. 

The pet}od of 24 hours is called the 
solar �!, while the shorter period 
is the sidereal day. 

The' �onstantly north-pointing di
rection' of the earth's axis is also 
repres�ted and maintained by the 
globe . through a cleverly devised 
arrang,e�ent. On the underside of 
the revolving wooden ring below 
the globe, a circular rack is fast-
ened, l1-nd a suitably proportioned 
spur 'rheel gears with the rack. 
On the; long horizontal shaft in the 
channeJ iron, there is fixed a cam 
or dog, which revolves with the 
long shaft. The cam has one tooth, 
which engages with the spur wheel 
at every revolution of the long 

shaft. Tlte, contact of. cam and spur wheel gearing 
with the ra'ck, moves the wooden ring, which supports 
the, g,lgbe, the distance n�ge�sary to preserve the posi
tion,; of·the axis of. the globe always pointing north. 

The" requisite movement' of the traveling base is 
m�each day by the fuukeum attendants. The ad
vahee of the base repres!ints the orbital motion of the 
earth in one day. On the' model this amounts to 3 
inches. All round the p'l�netarium there is a protect
ing handrail. On the inner face of the handrail a 
series of' divisions is matked off, each corresponding 
t6 a day: The whole. ci�cle of the handrail approxi
mately indicates the eiihh's .path around the sun. 
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once in 24 hours, a pair of gear wheels. is interposed 
so that the hour-hand shaft' moves as'it would 'for a 
clock having 24 hours shown on the 'dial. 

No dial is used, however, and the slowly driven 
hour-hand shaft terminates in a 45 deg. bevel gear, 
just behind the lamp. This bevel wheel meshes with 
a similar gear on the upper end of a vertical shaft, 
which shaft therefore turns in unison with the hour
hand shaft of the clock. At the bottom of the vertical 
shaft, a pair of 45 deg. bevel gears transmit similar 
motion to a long horizontal shaft, laid in the hollow 
of a 4-inch channel iron, which connects the revolv
ing pedestal of the clock with the traveling base 'below 

into twenty:four spaces with fractional divisionsfo,r 
hliLlf ,and ciuarte� n'ours, and the shadow from a wjre 
iIi 'iron.t of'thei'lens' oithe lamp' draws a meridIana.l 
line' upon the globe. This shows the advance of' "high 
noon" in the center of the illumiIlated surface, as the 
'globe turns continuously from west to east, as does 
the�a'rth. During the time the' earth is making one 
comiJlete revolution on its axis, it is swinging on in its 
vast 'journey around the sun. The rate of this motion 
has :heen calculated by astronomers as about 18 miles 
a second. 

If "the ,earth did not revolve around the sun, one 
complete axial revolution would be made in 23 hours 

T,hetop" of ',the ,handtair is: divided into 360 spaces 
l-e.pI:esenting ··the' d'egr�es .of a ·'circle. If there were 
-onlY·3'ti'0:d3.ys'in;the year� the divislons for days and 
degreeswoul<i correspond. There are 365 days in the 
year and 360 deg.· in a" circle. The divisions repre-:' 
senting the days are each smaller than the space OCOll
pied by a degree. This siight discrepancy between 
each of them increases as i�e circle of the handra,il i�

: followed round. At the .end of the year the accumu
lated difference is practical(v, equal to a quarter of a. 
division representing a ,day, . and thus the spectator 
has 'ocular demonstration of what leap year means. 
by the adding of one day to every fourth year. 
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